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Philosophy, Mission and Vision

Philosophy:
Music is a vital component in developing the whole child. Music education offers a

unique learning opportunity to explore individual creativity, artistic expression and in-depth
understanding of past and present cultures in our diverse world.

A comprehensive music education will enable students to develop their musical
abilities through self-discipline and focus, leading to increased confidence in learning across
the entire curriculum.

We believe that all students should have a comprehensive, balanced, and sequential
curriculum of in-school instruction in music education in accordance with national, state and
local standards, and that an education in music will develop the lifelong learning abilities and
aesthetic skills necessary to contribute to a more cultured, educated society.

Mission:

Together we are committed to providing an innovative and rigorous educational experience
that

● aligns with and exceeds New Jersey Student Learning Standards in the Visual and
Performing Arts

● respects the dignity and safety of every person in the school community
● recognizes and nurtures the unique talents, interests, and experiences of each

individual
● develops students into lifelong learners who are socially responsible, confident, value

diversity, and are able to adapt to the present and future challenges of a complex world.

Vision:

Toms River Regional Schools are, above all, student centered. We recognize the classroom as
a place where all students

1. feel safe to learn, work together, and express themselves respectfully;
2. are encouraged to discover and develop their interests and abilities, no matter what

their present level of performance;
3. are offered experiences in new and wider fields of knowledge that can make life richer

and more satisfying.

We understand that all of a person's experiences influence that person's development. The
curriculum of Toms River Regional Schools, therefore, embraces pupil opportunities--



classroom instruction, extracurricular activities, field experiences, social functions, and
community projects-- that embrace the whole child. Recognizing and encouraging student
choice and voice are fundamentally to achieving this vision.

Being a lifelong learner means not only developing habits of mind that include analysis,
introspection, critical thinking, and problem solving, but also applying a mindset that ensures
personal future readiness and becoming a socially responsible citizen: adaptability, flexibility,
mindfulness, empathy, tolerance, open-mindedness, and grit. The district is committed to
helping students strengthen these traits through authentic learning opportunities that connect
them with their community and the larger world.

Many closely interrelated factors determine the degree to which we can create a positive
learning environment. We acknowledge the importance of physical surroundings, but even
more important are human relationships. Supportive, caring, and professionally bounded
connections between students and staff help promote growth and a sense of belonging.

Course description and/or program overview:

UNITS PACING GUIDE

Unit Plan 1
Introduction - Bandlab/Song Writing/Music

Recording History

15 Days

Unit Plan 2
Pre Rock and 1950’s Rock

15 Days

Unit Plan 3
Early 1960’s Rock

15 Days

Unit Plan 4
The Beatles and the British Invasion

15 Days

Unit Plan 5
Folk and Soul

15 Days

Unit Plan 6
The Late 1960’s and 1970’s

15 Days



Unit (1) Overview

Unit Summary: Students will receive an overview of their performance requirements for the class
including how to use Bandlab and how to write a song with lyrics. Summary: This unit will also
cover important musical inventions in the late 1800s and early 1900s.

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

The history of recorded music
Students will understand how Bandlab is used to compose music
Students will understand how music and written work come together to make a song.

Essential Questions:

1. Who do we study Rock and Roll?
2. What is the role of recording technology in the expansion of music?

Standards

Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate how sounds and musical ideas can be used to represent events,
memories, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines.
Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate multiple ways in which sounds and musical ideas can be used to
represent extended experiences or abstract ideas.
Cr1a: Generate melodic, rhythmic and harmonic ideas for compositions or improvisations using



digital tools and resources.
Re7a: Apply researched or personally developed criteria to select music that expresses personal
experiences and interests, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines in moderately complex or
complex forms, and describe and justify the choice as models for composition.
Re8a: Develop and support interpretations of varied works, demonstrating an understanding of the
composer’s intent by citing the use of elements of music (including form), compositional techniques,
and the style/genre and context of each work.
Re9b: Describe ways in which critiquing others’ work and receiving feedback from others have
been specifically applied in the personal creative process.
Re9a: Develop and justify the evaluation of a variety of music based on established and personally
developed criteria, digital, electronic and analog features, and understanding of purpose and
context.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL
Throughout the music learning students will learn the history of the composer’s lives, as well as the
culture and society in which they lived. Students learn the science behind the nature of sound and
how their voice produces sound so that they can maximize the beauty of their own tone production.
They will study the mathematical underpinnings and fractional relationships between note durations
in music notation, as well as develop an understanding of music terminology for tempo and
dynamics.The aesthetic study of music also is embedded in the general humanities and helps
strengthen character education and civic connectivity. This process is revisited with each new piece
of music and is approached multiple times in every unit.

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters
(Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.

Bandlab
Projector
Music Playback Devices
Internet



CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths
aligned to personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication
and Collaboration: Students use digital media
and environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to
support individual learning and contribute to the
learning of others.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

1. How to use Bandlab
2. How to combine music and lyrics
3. The history of recording music

Skills:
Students will be able to…

1. Using a listening template to understand a song.
2. Compose a short song in Bandlab

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Lectures
PowerPoints
Music Playback

1. teachrock.org resource
2. Textbook excerpts
3. Aural examples of Unit

genres



Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)
Each group must be listed separately

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with
IEP and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific
directionsExtended Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead
of         speaking to demonstrate
knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to

look up the definition and hear the
pronunciation of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of

project groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in
Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication.
Participation in classroom performance and
rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or
audio recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at
varied times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a
music classroom with different abilities and
levels of training, benchmarks will be developed
individually in consultation with the students and
their parents, where required. Once a final goal
for the unit is established, benchmarks
assessments will be established at regular
intervals to accomplish the growth objective.
Alternate:As needed with student specific needs



● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

Useful Links
https://culturacolectiva.com/music/famous-m
usicians-with-a-disability-condition-who-over
come-obstacles?scrlybrkr=e3599967
Teaching Tolerance Best Practices Guide



Unit (2) Overview

Unit Summary: Students will learn about the music of America before Rock and Roll and how
music changed when Rock was invented.

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

The importance of R&B as a musical gateway to the Rock and Roll of the mid-1950s
The role of labels like Atlantic Records in circulating R&B to both a black and a white
audience
Difference recognition between R&B and early Rock and Roll
Songs that spoke directly to the emerging audience of white, teenage music listeners in

relation to demographic
The role of Rock and Roll pioneers as “crossover” artists with appeal to both black and white
audiences
The complexities of race relations in the 1950s

Essential Questions:

How did the radio affect the development of the music industry?
What are the traditional subgenres of the Black roots of Rock and Roll?
What are the traditional subgenres of the White roots of Rock and Roll



Standards

Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate how sounds and musical ideas can be used to represent events,
memories, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines.
Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate multiple ways in which sounds and musical ideas can be used to
represent extended experiences or abstract ideas.
Cr1a: Generate melodic, rhythmic and harmonic ideas for compositions or improvisations using
digital tools and resources.
Re7a: Apply researched or personally developed criteria to select music that expresses personal
experiences and interests, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines in moderately complex or
complex forms, and describe and justify the choice as models for composition.
Re8a: Develop and support interpretations of varied works, demonstrating an understanding of the
composer’s intent by citing the use of elements of music (including form), compositional techniques,
and the style/genre and context of each work.
Re9b: Describe ways in which critiquing others’ work and receiving feedback from others have
been specifically applied in the personal creative process.
Re9a: Develop and justify the evaluation of a variety of music based on established and personally
developed criteria, digital, electronic and analog features, and understanding of purpose and
context.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL
Throughout the music learning students will learn the history of the composer’s lives, as well as the
culture and society in which they lived. Students learn the science behind the nature of sound and
how their voice produces sound so that they can maximize the beauty of their own tone production.
They will study the mathematical underpinnings and fractional relationships between note durations
in music notation, as well as develop an understanding of music terminology for tempo and
dynamics.The aesthetic study of music also is embedded in the general humanities and helps
strengthen character education and civic connectivity. This process is revisited with each new piece
of music and is approached multiple times in every unit.

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters
(Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing

Bandlab
Projector
Music Playback Devices



citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths
aligned to personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication
and Collaboration: Students use digital media
and environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to
support individual learning and contribute to the
learning of others.

Internet

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

Understand Rock and Roll as a visual culture, as performance, as literary form, and the industry
and technology of Rock and Roll

Understand how Blues influenced Rock and Roll
Understand the importance of the Black Roots of Rock including Country Blues, Classic Blues,

and Urban Blues.
Understand the importance of the White Roots of Rock including Bluegrass, Honky-Tonk,

Western Swing.
Identify the main instruments in the White Roots of Rock traditional country music including the

banjo, fiddle, and acoustic guitar.



Skills:
Students will be able to…

Compose a short blues or country song
Compose lyrics in the early 1950’s style

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Lectures
PowerPoints
Music Playback

4. teachrock.org resource
5. Textbook excerpts
6. Aural examples of Unit

genres

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with
IEP and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific
directionsExtended Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead
of         speaking to demonstrate
knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to

look up the definition and hear the
pronunciation of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication.
Participation in classroom performance and
rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or
audio recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at
varied times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a
music classroom with different abilities and
levels of training, benchmarks will be developed
individually in consultation with the students and
their parents, where required. Once a final goal
for the unit is established, benchmarks
assessments will be established at regular
intervals to accomplish the growth objective.
Alternate:As needed with student specific needs



● Simplify written and verbal instructions
Gifted and Talented

● Students will be made managers of
project groups

● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in
Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist



Unit (3) Overview

Unit Summary:The 1960s ushered in an era of change in all aspects of American life including music.
Across the country, artists were examining different musical paths, and their place in the country reflected
these influences.

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

1950’s
1. Students will learn about the Fathers of Rock including Fats Domino, Little Richard, Chuck Berry,
and Jerry Lee Lewis. Students will learn about defining characteristics of each artist and why they
were considered top artists of their time.

2. Students will learn about Buddy Holly and his different approach to Rock.

3. Students will learn about early Soul/R&B artists including Sam Cooke and Ray Charles.

Early 1960’s

1. Students will observe the massive fragmentation in Rock music in the early 1960’s – Vestiges of
the 50’s, Folk Music, Surf Music, Dance Music

2. Students will learn about artists from the Rockabilly and Vestiges fragments including – The
Everly Brothers, Roy Orbison, Teen Idols, and Phil Spector

3. Students will learn about artists in the Vestiges and Folk fragments including – Frankie Valli and
the Four Seasons, Peter, Paul and Mary, The Kingston Trio, Pete Seeger, and Woody Guthrie

4. Students will learn about Surf Music including Jan and Dean, The Surfaris, Dick Dale, and The
Beach Boys

5. Students will discover the one song that started the Dance Craze – Chubby Checker - The Twist



Essential Questions:

How did the radio affect the development of the music industry?
How did Rock expand into different markets in the early 1960s?

Standards

Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate how sounds and musical ideas can be used to represent events,
memories, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines.
Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate multiple ways in which sounds and musical ideas can be used to
represent extended experiences or abstract ideas.
Cr1a: Generate melodic, rhythmic and harmonic ideas for compositions or improvisations using
digital tools and resources.
Re7a: Apply researched or personally developed criteria to select music that expresses personal
experiences and interests, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines in moderately complex or
complex forms, and describe and justify the choice as models for composition.
Re8a: Develop and support interpretations of varied works, demonstrating an understanding of the
composer’s intent by citing the use of elements of music (including form), compositional techniques,
and the style/genre and context of each work.
Re9b: Describe ways in which critiquing others’ work and receiving feedback from others have
been specifically applied in the personal creative process.
Re9a: Develop and justify the evaluation of a variety of music based on established and personally
developed criteria, digital, electronic and analog features, and understanding of purpose and
context.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL
Throughout the music learning students will learn the history of the composer’s lives, as well as the
culture and society in which they lived. Students learn the science behind the nature of sound and
how their voice produces sound so that they can maximize the beauty of their own tone production.
They will study the mathematical underpinnings and fractional relationships between note durations
in music notation, as well as develop an understanding of music terminology for tempo and
dynamics.The aesthetic study of music also is embedded in the general humanities and helps
strengthen character education and civic connectivity. This process is revisited with each new piece
of music and is approached multiple times in every unit.



21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters
(Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths
aligned to personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication
and Collaboration: Students use digital media
and environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to
support individual learning and contribute to the
learning of others.

Bandlab
Projector
Music Playback Devices
Internet

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

Understand Rock and Roll as a visual culture, as performance, as literary form, and the industry
and technology of Rock and Roll

Understand how Rock expanded in the 1960’s



Skills:
Students will be able to…

Compose a short song in one of the four styles of the early 1960’s
Compose lyrics in the early 1960’s style

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Lectures
PowerPoints
Music Playback

7. teachrock.org resource
8. Textbook excerpts
9. Aural examples of Unit

genres

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with
IEP and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific
directionsExtended Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead
of         speaking to demonstrate
knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to

look up the definition and hear the
pronunciation of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication.
Participation in classroom performance and
rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or
audio recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at
varied times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a
music classroom with different abilities and
levels of training, benchmarks will be developed
individually in consultation with the students and
their parents, where required. Once a final goal
for the unit is established, benchmarks
assessments will be established at regular
intervals to accomplish the growth objective.
Alternate:As needed with student specific needs



● Simplify written and verbal instructions
Gifted and Talented

● Students will be made managers of
project groups

● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in
Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

Unit (4) Overview

Unit Summary: The late 1960s and the introduction to British popular music is the focus of this
chapter. Students will be able to describe the social impact The Beatles had on American life.



Students will be able to divide artists that followed into two categories that separated American
fans. Students will also be able to identify music by the Beatles and other artists by the time period
as well has the impact of their musical innovation.

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

Students will learn about the political and social atmosphere during the early 60’s. Students will
Begin to study the formation of the Beatles. Meet the Beatles, A Hard Days Night, Help!, and the Ed
Sullivan appearances will be covered.

Students will study the middle period of the Beatles. Changes in style, new instruments, new
friends, the end of touring. Rubber Soul and Revolver will be covered.

Students will learn about the Beatles late period. Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, The
White Album, Abbey Road, and the Abbey Rd. Rooftop Concert will be covered as well as the
break up of Beatles

Students will learn about what happens to each member of the Beatles after their break up
including the deaths of John and George and the careers of Paul and Ringo.

Students will discover the flood of British bands that came to the United States after The Beatles.
Students will learn about Beatles-like British Invasion bands and Rolling Stone like BI bands.

Students will learn about the Rolling Stones – Their formation, early success in blues, Adam Jones,
and their career into modern times.

Students will try to link B.I. bands to the Rolling Stones style as they did with the Beatles. Students
will see they are the complete opposite of the Beatles style and attitude.



Essential Questions:

In what ways did American Blues affect English musicians in the early 1960s?
What was the British Invasion?

Why are the Beatles considered to be one of the most influential bands of the 1960s?

Standards

Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate how sounds and musical ideas can be used to represent events,
memories, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines.
Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate multiple ways in which sounds and musical ideas can be used to
represent extended experiences or abstract ideas.
Cr1a: Generate melodic, rhythmic and harmonic ideas for compositions or improvisations using
digital tools and resources.
Re7a: Apply researched or personally developed criteria to select music that expresses personal
experiences and interests, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines in moderately complex or
complex forms, and describe and justify the choice as models for composition.
Re8a: Develop and support interpretations of varied works, demonstrating an understanding of the
composer’s intent by citing the use of elements of music (including form), compositional techniques,
and the style/genre and context of each work.
Re9b: Describe ways in which critiquing others’ work and receiving feedback from others have
been specifically applied in the personal creative process.
Re9a: Develop and justify the evaluation of a variety of music based on established and personally
developed criteria, digital, electronic and analog features, and understanding of purpose and
context.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL
Throughout the music learning students will learn the history of the composer’s lives, as well as the
culture and society in which they lived. Students learn the science behind the nature of sound and
how their voice produces sound so that they can maximize the beauty of their own tone production.
They will study the mathematical underpinnings and fractional relationships between note durations
in music notation, as well as develop an understanding of music terminology for tempo and
dynamics.The aesthetic study of music also is embedded in the general humanities and helps
strengthen character education and civic connectivity. This process is revisited with each new piece



of music and is approached multiple times in every unit.

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters
(Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths
aligned to personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication
and Collaboration: Students use digital media
and environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to
support individual learning and contribute to the
learning of others.

Bandlab
Projector
Music Playback Devices
Internet

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

Why bands from Great Britain became America’s biggest hitmakers by introducing rock music,
which was directly influenced by American Blues artists



Skills:
Students will be able to…

Compose a short song in one of the many British Invasion styles
Compose lyrics in the a style like The Beatles or Rolling Stones

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Lectures
PowerPoints
Music Playback

1. teachrock.org resource
2. Textbook excerpts
3. Aural examples of Unit

genres

Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with
IEP and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific
directionsExtended Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead
of         speaking to demonstrate
knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to

look up the definition and hear the
pronunciation of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication.
Participation in classroom performance and
rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or
audio recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at
varied times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a
music classroom with different abilities and
levels of training, benchmarks will be developed
individually in consultation with the students and
their parents, where required. Once a final goal
for the unit is established, benchmarks
assessments will be established at regular
intervals to accomplish the growth objective.
Alternate:As needed with student specific needs



● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of

project groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in
Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

Unit (5) Overview

Unit Summary: The 1960s ushered in an era of change in all aspects of American life including
music. Across the country, artists were examining different musical paths, and their place in the
country reflected these influences. Students will be able to discuss the music of the U.S. that was
being released at the same time as the British Invasion. Students will be able to compare and
contrast the differences between the two as well as the differences and similarities between Folk
Rock and Soul music communities. Students will be able to identify music of the 1960’s Folk
movement as well as the music of Atlantic and Motown Records.



Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand that…

Students will learn about the youth of the mid-late 1960’s. Students will learn about social and
personal causes they were interested in.

Students will learn about Bob Dylan’s career starting with his early career. They will learn about the
1965 Newport Folk Festival and Dylan “plugging in”. Students will then discover his later career.

Students will learn about how the Bob Dylan’s back up band became the folk rock legends The
Band

Students will discover The Byrds and why the public considered them “America’s answer to the
Beatles.”

Students will learn about The Mamas and The Papas and their vocal contribution to pop music and
their visual contribution to the Folk Movement.

Students will learn about the music of Simon and Garfunkel

Students will discover modern Folk and Folk Rock

Students will learn about the origins of Soul music

Students will learn about Atlantic Records and begin with soul artists Aretha Franklin, James
Brown, and Jackie Wilson. Students will learn how these three artists developed their sound and
influenced many others

Students will begin to discuss Motown records. Students will learn about their founder Berry Gordy
and their first major artist Smokey Robinson.

Students will learn about Motown’s early artists Martha and the Vandellas and the Marvelettes.

Students will learn about Marvin Gaye and his contribution to the later Motown female artists.



Students will learn about Motown’s second wave of success including Stevie Wonder, The Four
Tops, The Temptations, Gladys Knight and the Pips, and The Supremes

Essential Questions:

What is soul music?
What is folk music?
How did the sixties soul help give voice to the Civil Rights movement?
What was the relationship between the Civil Rights movement and Rock and Roll?
How did Motown help define the 1960s?
How can the regional differences in soul music be identified (Northern Soul and Southern Soul)?
What were the trends in popular music in the 1960s?
How was folk music connected to the anti-war movement?

Standards

Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate how sounds and musical ideas can be used to represent events,
memories, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines.
Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate multiple ways in which sounds and musical ideas can be used to
represent extended experiences or abstract ideas.
Cr1a: Generate melodic, rhythmic and harmonic ideas for compositions or improvisations using
digital tools and resources.
Re7a: Apply researched or personally developed criteria to select music that expresses personal
experiences and interests, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines in moderately complex or
complex forms, and describe and justify the choice as models for composition.
Re8a: Develop and support interpretations of varied works, demonstrating an understanding of the
composer’s intent by citing the use of elements of music (including form), compositional techniques,
and the style/genre and context of each work.
Re9b: Describe ways in which critiquing others’ work and receiving feedback from others have
been specifically applied in the personal creative process.
Re9a: Develop and justify the evaluation of a variety of music based on established and personally
developed criteria, digital, electronic and analog features, and understanding of purpose and



context.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL
Throughout the music learning students will learn the history of the composer’s lives, as well as the
culture and society in which they lived. Students learn the science behind the nature of sound and
how their voice produces sound so that they can maximize the beauty of their own tone production.
They will study the mathematical underpinnings and fractional relationships between note durations
in music notation, as well as develop an understanding of music terminology for tempo and
dynamics.The aesthetic study of music also is embedded in the general humanities and helps
strengthen character education and civic connectivity. This process is revisited with each new piece
of music and is approached multiple times in every unit.

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters
(Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.
CRP10. Plan education and career paths
aligned to personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.

Bandlab
Projector
Music Playback Devices
Internet



8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication
and Collaboration: Students use digital media
and environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to
support individual learning and contribute to the
learning of others.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

Understand regional differences in Northern Soul and Southern Soul music
Define the differences between the various styles of music that flourished during the early 1960s
Define soul music and its relationship to the civil rights movement
Define folk music and its relationship to the anti-war movement
Recognize the difference between Motown Soul and Stax/Atlantic Soul
Understand the rising popularity of television and its growing power as a cultural force in 1950s and
1960s America

Skills:
Students will be able to…

Compose a short song in the soul style
Compose a short song in the folk style
Compose lyrics in the a style of folk and soul.

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Lectures
PowerPoints
Music Playback

4. teachrock.org resource
5. Textbook excerpts
6. Aural examples of Unit

genres

Accommodations/Modifications Assessment



(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,
At Risk)

(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with
IEP and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific
directionsExtended Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead
of         speaking to demonstrate
knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to

look up the definition and hear the
pronunciation of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of

project groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in
Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer
● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication.
Participation in classroom performance and
rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or
audio recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at
varied times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a
music classroom with different abilities and
levels of training, benchmarks will be developed
individually in consultation with the students and
their parents, where required. Once a final goal
for the unit is established, benchmarks
assessments will be established at regular
intervals to accomplish the growth objective.
Alternate:As needed with student specific needs



● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist

Unit (6) Overview

Unit Summary: This unit dives into the more aggressive branches of rock and roll that happened in
the late 1960’s and 1970s including San Fransiscoartists,  heavy rock, glam rock, and metal. It
seeks to understand how Rock was transformed, fragmented, and continue to thrive under many
different circumstances.

Enduring Understandings:



Students will understand that…

Students will begin to cover music scene of San Francisco with an overview of the music and
culture of the area.

Students will explore the music of The Jefferson Airplane and The Grateful Dead

Students will explore the music of The Doors and Jimi Hendrix

Students will watch the Monterey Pop Festival concert

Students will learn about Woodstock

Students will watch the documentary Woodstock

Essential Questions:
Why did San Francisco produce so many popular acts?
Why did rock and roll begin to fragment into various subgenres in the early 1970s?
What were the roots of “Heavy Metal?”
How was Glam Rock a reaction to popular music during the 1970s?

Standards

Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate how sounds and musical ideas can be used to represent events,
memories, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines.
Cr1a: Describe and demonstrate multiple ways in which sounds and musical ideas can be used to
represent extended experiences or abstract ideas.
Cr1a: Generate melodic, rhythmic and harmonic ideas for compositions or improvisations using
digital tools and resources.
Re7a: Apply researched or personally developed criteria to select music that expresses personal
experiences and interests, visual images, concepts, texts, or storylines in moderately complex or
complex forms, and describe and justify the choice as models for composition.
Re8a: Develop and support interpretations of varied works, demonstrating an understanding of the



composer’s intent by citing the use of elements of music (including form), compositional techniques,
and the style/genre and context of each work.
Re9b: Describe ways in which critiquing others’ work and receiving feedback from others have
been specifically applied in the personal creative process.
Re9a: Develop and justify the evaluation of a variety of music based on established and personally
developed criteria, digital, electronic and analog features, and understanding of purpose and
context.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Other Cross-Curricular Opportunities

Opportunities for SEL
Throughout the music learning students will learn the history of the composer’s lives, as well as the
culture and society in which they lived. Students learn the science behind the nature of sound and
how their voice produces sound so that they can maximize the beauty of their own tone production.
They will study the mathematical underpinnings and fractional relationships between note durations
in music notation, as well as develop an understanding of music terminology for tempo and
dynamics.The aesthetic study of music also is embedded in the general humanities and helps
strengthen character education and civic connectivity. This process is revisited with each new piece
of music and is approached multiple times in every unit.

21st Century Life and Careers Technology

21st Century Life and Careers Career Clusters
(Arts)
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP3. Attend to personal health and financial
well-being.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and
economic impacts of decisions.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research
strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
CRP9. Model integrity, ethical leadership and
effective management.

Bandlab
Projector
Music Playback Devices
Internet



CRP10. Plan education and career paths
aligned to personal goals.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using
cultural global competence.
8.1.C- Educational Technology: Communication
and Collaboration: Students use digital media
and environments to communicate and work
collaboratively, including at a distance, to
support individual learning and contribute to the
learning of others.

Unit Objectives:
Students will know…

The impact of late 60’s rock from San Fransisco
How Woodstock was a pivotal shift for how art was presented
Genres of popular music can coexist and draw large audiences although one may “collide” with the
other (Heavy Metal/Hard Rock v. Singer/Songwriter “Soft Rock”)
Fragmentation of the direction of Rock dominated the 1970s

Skills:
Students will be able to…

Compose a song in the Jam Band, Heavy Metal, or Hard Rock genre
Students will compose lyrics in the Jam Band, Heavy Metal, or Hard Rock genre

Student Learning

Core Instructional Materials and Resources Supplemental Instructional Materials and
Resources

Lectures
PowerPoints
Music Playback

7. teachrock.org resource
8. Textbook excerpts
9. Aural examples of Unit

genres



Accommodations/Modifications
(ELL,Students with IEPs, 504s, Gifted Learners,

At Risk)

Assessment
(All forms must be identified)

Adjustments will be made in accordance with
IEP and 504 Plans.
English Language Learners

● Provide clear and specific
directionsExtended Time

● Flexible Grouping
● Small Group Instruction
● One on One Instruction
● Peer Buddies
● Graphic Organizers
● Chunking Information
● Allow for alternate forms of responses -

drawing or showing (performing) instead
of         speaking to demonstrate
knowledge.

● Provide extra time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions
● Allow the use of an online dictionary to

look up the definition and hear the
pronunciation of unknown words

Special Education
● Utilize organizers to help increase

comprehension
● Assign peer tutor
● Provide clear and specific instructions
● Provide extended time
● Simplify written and verbal instructions

Gifted and Talented
● Students will be made managers of

project groups
● Extension Activities
● Opportunities for Critical Thinking
● Problem Solving/Design Challenges
● Technology Integration
● Tiered Activities

LGBTQ+ and Persons with Disabilities in
Music
● Itzhak Perlman / Israeli-American Violinist
● Ray Charles / American Singer-Songwriter
● Stevie Wonder / American Singer-Songwriter
● Ludwig van Beethoven / German Composer
● Freddie Mercury / British Singer-Songwriter
● Adam Lambert / American Singer-Songwriter
● Cole Porter / American Broadway Composer

Formative: Participation in online discussion and
response to electronic communication.
Participation in classroom performance and
rehearsal activities.

Summative:Testing in class or through video or
audio recording of students singing their parts or
demonstrating technique or musical concepts.
Participation in performances and events at
varied times and locations.
Benchmark:Since each student comes into a
music classroom with different abilities and
levels of training, benchmarks will be developed
individually in consultation with the students and
their parents, where required. Once a final goal
for the unit is established, benchmarks
assessments will be established at regular
intervals to accomplish the growth objective.
Alternate:As needed with student specific needs



● Leonard Bernstein / American Composer and
Conductor
● Aaron Copland / American Composer
● Lorenz Hart/ American Broadway Librettist


